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Abstract: This is notify to all the human race about the mystery of universe. The earth is always variable, the 

high significant picture of the world is very painful, different kinds of violence, natural disaster and others 

difficulties is existing . It is the question of the situation. How can the people will be able to survive from the 

against position?  

At one time earth will be extreme heated and after the earth will be inundate, this was also recorded in ancient 

book, some of the island have become off for swelling of water. Earth has become  a fire-box. 

 Sun is the central  object of the solar system , it is made up of different gases  , chemical composition of the sun 

have growth gradually so in any time the sun’s  core would be explosion and it will make a solar cyclone. Many 

forest region have been burned to ashes because there have made up of huge gaseous interaction . 

At now we have prone to plant cutting festive buy not response in any planting ,where as everyone knows, one 

plant is protective for one life. This is only remedy to survive from all difficulties , psycho physical co-ordination  

treatment, if any man can integrate his own entire complex(passion) at one line, then he will be enable to inner 

vision. (spiritual insight).  
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I. Introduction 
I have listen in my childhood , that at one time the staying of the earth will be changing in different 

way, some of the status are given below:- 

Firstly, earth will be maximum heated and earth will become off waterless and after then many region 

of the earth will be inundate, moreover, different kinds of natural disaster will be happened in step by step.  

I was thought  at that time, that this was making of man’s story but I have seen subsequently, many statement 

have been recorded about future world in ancient book, which is noticeable recently. What happened in the 

infinite universe and what will happen tomorrow, it is always searchable although science could not discovered 

all thing about universe still now.  

Earth is always changing in rotatively , once upon a time the man was ignorant, uncultured, gradually 

they have enable to a acquire in civilization, but it is truth that yet we are not available about the sense of whole 

universe. 

  At one time men had been used to metallic utensil, which have made of gold , silver copper, brass etc. 

Which treats of the preservation of health , as far as man should followed to the natural system, otherwise where 

is production and there is destruction------ it will be true. In the mean time, many countries  had use botanical 

termagant because  it is proved that it is not so  harmful for human body. 

How the world is running , at this point men should be more conscious . As the case the earth has been 

heated and solar flares, the most powerful explosion in the solar system , it can equal the intensity of 1 billion 

hydrogen  bombs. So we should thought about the ejecting huge masses of hot materials that can travel across 

space to disrupt earth’s neighborhood.  

 

II. Unexpected Contrariety And Rotary  Universe 
Most of the people have known the world is always changing in rotational way. The recent situation of 

the world have signified, that different kind of violence and various type of natural disaster is now existed. So 

this is very important matter of thought under the circumstances. 

 I have listen in my childhood and that was recorded in ancient book at one time , earth will be 

waterless and excessive temperature will be increased. Many island will become off for swelling of water and 

many countries will be inundate and appeared many difficulties. Recently, earth have become of extreme heat in 

day by day and for this reason many ice land  have been liquated , so water level of the sea have been growth, 

therefore flood is inevitable. This was known of almost people, but what is unreliable truth, that is the point of 

this issue.\ 
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Gasolier Mass 

 

 
Gasolier Explode Mass for Huge 

 

 It was proved that the sun is a big ball of gases; it is the central object in the solar system, it is made up 

of different gases, the sun is the richest source of electromagnetic energy in the solar system (mostly in the form 

of heat and light).This is more better to say about the chemical composition of the sun; incase chemical 

composition is highly enriched and then sun will become Of misbalance in that case earth will be appear to 

tremendous danger and it will make a solar cyclone, so men have to conscious and keep our mind, the sun will 

be explode  and divided  into the many portion, because large quantity of gases growth in the inner part of the 

sun and the earth and solar system would be destroyed. Unlike tornadoes on earth, which are powered by 

differences in temperature and humidity the twisters on the sun are combination of hot flowing gas and tangled 

magnetic field lines, ultimately drive by nuclear reaction in the solar core. 

 Earthquake, flood, cyclone, excessive rainfall and different kind of diseases will be released to the 

world, everything depends upon the atmosphere of sun because this  is the star, that is the central object of solar 

system. It is made up of 92% hydrogen, almost 8% helium gas and rest is assorted elements.  In future gas 

would be blown out the sun’s nuclear and subsequently, the new mass of gases would be appear in the universe.  

Every planet has a lot of electronic magnetic  power . It has drawned  to each and every one by their electronic 

magnetic power, at any time, someone may be damaged by the other planet, even many asteroid would be born 

newly into the universe. Although scientists have tried to discover about planetary system more and more. 

Where any friction is occur between two things, then there are produced heat and electronic energy. Nothing is 

restful in the world, everything is moving. Gases are moving in the sun’s core and friction with one another, so 

therefore huge bubble of gas erupting from the sun. Men should be control from combustibility, anything that 

will take fire and burning air pollution is supported by extreme gas productivity and this pollution brings 

different loss.  

Huge population is the highest cause of air pollution, moreover industrial improvement is not healthy 

for everywhere. Every human body is like a machine, when a machine give up his useless elements and mixed 

into the air contact that are making different pollution. Man’s breathing is like that. Man has taken fresh air and 

sent out of the body, which is carbon dioxide and harmful. 
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 At present we have seen in the world the many forest region have been burn out. It is happening   for 

the action of gaseous, there are promoted any combustible, (anything that will take fire and burn) .As much the 

earth will be heated and as such the world will be fulfilled to the gases.    

   

 
Damage others Planetory System 

 

A huge bubble of gas erupting from the sun over the Course of several hours at the maximum point of 

the solar cycle . Solar flares, that most powerful explosion in the solar system can equal the intensity of 1billion 

hydrogen bombs. The sun’s warmth make life on earth  possible, but our home star can also be dangerous 

flaring up and ejecting huge masses of hot material that can travel across to disrupt earth’s neighborhood. 

If one of those huge masses hits the earth, then a disturbance in the earth magnetic filled, it is called a 

geomagnetic storm results, a powerful storm could damage electrical systems cause power blackouts, knockout 

radio communications and disrupt earth orbiting satellites.    

The name of the earth of the planet is moving in extreme speeds in its own orbit line and according to 

law of continuation moving, earth is losing his weight gradually, ultimately earth have been destroyed day by 

day at small degrees and for this reason sky will be covered by the fog of the name of comet, which have made 

up from dust and different elements. So many kinds of disrupt will be appear upon the man kinds and at the 

same time, gravitation of the earth will be reduced and the cause of less magnetic power of the earth, everything 

in the surface of the earth will be loss connection with the earth and there for many disorders will appears in 

public life.  

  

III. Survive From Disastrous 
Firstly man should followed to the natural system at present, we are prone to plant cutting festive but 

not response in any planting whereas every one knows that one tree is protective for one man. If we think 

attentively many information have come out in our front. have seeing the animal world with analytically, that 

dogs and cats one and different animals sensible then mans, the power of feeling is to much, so people have to 

observing to their life work. Why I am writing this sentence, do think about the past incident of tsunami which 

happened before few years ago. When the Andaman island and Indonesia was devastated by tsunami, almost 

people have known how and what happened there situation. Suddenly have seen at that time, many native male 

and females were left their place, they had been looked, suddenly different animals have run away from the 

forest and they understood something wrong have came in   their life, because they have known that animals are 

not going for nothing and for this reason, they were saved at that time. Each and every thing is indispensible in 

man’s life anything is not worthless.  

Once upon a time, the many devotees had been practiced by the divine worship and they could 

understood many difficulties before the wrong  situation. Now it is the question, how and what is this method? 

This name of psycho physical co-ordination procedure, if the man can be able to maintain their talking, thinking 

and doing with harmonized they will be capable to the multiplex transcendentalism, to integrate our own entire 

passion at one line, then it is possible for human being. This is the mannerism of  psycho physical co-ordination 

performance and this is called in inner vision  (spiritual insight). 

It is easy to say but difficult to do because, this is a culture like religious austerity. Only it can be 

possible when the men loved and attached to superior, then it will be possible easy. One thing is important to 

keep our mind, nature does not   tolerate any egoism and there for one by one age have been destroyed from 

time to time, so many records have been listed in the past history. 
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IV. Conclusion 
Science advanced according to his own systematic way, but scientist did not going on throughout 

observation, that is the problem of science culture. As a example, one scientist could discovered about fertilized 

and worm destroying drug, but did not discovered anti reaction, which have made different loss for human 

being. 

The nature of science is only act for creating, this is not influenced by any matter, situation and 

surrounding are making his profile, but when science dominated by third elements and only then, science may 

be imprecated. The source of pleasant is creativity, when one scientist has been attached to the ideal and 

simultaneously and he has been cultivated by science, then he will make able to a real scientist. Being is always 

honest sensation associated full of joy, always dishonest preventive and which is fulfillment of being, that is 

called religion and religion means, which have taken from realization. It is better to keep our mind that which 

we have done for the time being, the consequence of one’s action do not excuse anybody, that is better or 

wrong, whatever happens.      


